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The purpose of a Trade Booth is to promote products,  

create brand recognition and awareness. 

Bold colours and welcoming areas for open discussion are key 

elements to consider. We want your visitors to identify with your 

brand, be educated and create a memorable experience 

they will talk about long after the event is over!

We are a creative team working on exhibition stands  

and public brand activations with national capabilities and 

international reach via our OSPI network of suppliers. 

We welcome all requests large and small. Please drop us a line 

to see what solutions we can present to your team!
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Adelaide Expo Hire has been recognised nationally for exhibition excellence and is the only exhibition hire company  

in Australia to be inducted twice into the Meetings & Events Australia Hall of Fame. 

Our strengths lie in our extensive product base, our knowledge and expertise, and contacts within the industry. 

Additionally we are committed to maintaining a “people approach” to business by continually developing our 

team of dedicated, experienced and professional personnel. As a result we provide a superior level of service   

for all exhibitions and events; locally, regionally, nationally and internationally.

Welcome to Adelaide Expo Hire

2014 & 2015 Winner of the Meetings & Events Australia 
(MEA) National Award for Exhibition Services.

MEA Hall of Fame Inductee 
2004-2007 & 2010-2013 
Meetings & Events Support Services.
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Let AEH 
Custom Displays 

bring your vision to life.
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Our process
Spend less time organising your stand and let us manage your display. We handle all elements of brief creation, 

project management, and stand construction with personalised service. We are an industry leader in our field 

delivering solutions nationally. 

Brand Activation
Your brand is important. It is the key element to positioning your company in your field of expertise.   

Our team is here to ensure your logo and brand elements are easily recognisable and your stand is relevant   

to your target audience.

We take the time to listen and understand your ideas. 

A design brief is met with key people within our company – Account Manager, Industrial Designer,   

Graphic Designer, Cabinet Maker, Operations and Logistics Departments.

Creative Response
Conceptual visuals are created with professional quality 3D modelling and rendering tools, combined   

with industry supported software. 

Our designers take inspiration  from current trends and 
developments in the industry to provide engaging concepts  
with the ultimate goal of boosting delegate traffic on 
your stand.

Construction Phase
The designers create technical build plans from the approved 3D concept. A schedule is followed by the 

production team and managed seamlessly to ensure all design elements are considered and finished to 

exceptional quality. Stand components are tested and fitted prior to delivery to maintain design integrity.

Delivery
Logistics of the stand are seamlessly managed throughout the event. The stand and all its elements are delivered 

and installed on time while a project manager oversees the process. The stand and all its components are checked, 

cleaned and portrayed in its best light to deliver a stunning display.

Post Event
A debrief meeting is held both internally and with the client to evaluate the project. Areas are identified for future 

advancement to meet the ever evolving requirements of our clients.
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Creative response

Client: Acciona Agua

Event: Oz Water

Venue: Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre

Stand: 6m x 6m Island stand at 5.0m High

Custom & system built stand with a painted finish, 

rigged fabric elements, 3D graphics and bold design 

elements for a high impact statement.

My experience with AEH has been very successful. 

Since the very beginning of the conversation the 

company understood all our requirements.  

The final design was more than excellent and 

for us, being a Spanish company, it is highly 

important to trust in our suppliers and we really 

trust in AEH. The company is always ready for any 

inconvenience or problems, and the word NO is 

not in their vocabulary.

Gonzalo Zamacois, Acciona Agua 

Client: Macquarie Group

Event: NIBA

Venue: Adelaide Convention Centre

Stand: 6m x 3m Peninsula stand at 4.0m High

Custom built stand with painted and timber laminate 

finishes, bulkhead with down lights and visual elements.

Macquarie and Adelaide Expo Hire have successfully 

worked together for the past three years on 

Macquarie’s various trade stands across Australia. We 

were able to create a stand concept that matched 

both their corporate identity and budget. Macquarie 

consistently report positive feedback from industry 

peers and their staff attending the conferences.
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Construction phase

What goes on behind the scenes in the 
days leading up to your event opening?
 
Our production team consists of cabinet makers, painters and experienced 

shopfitters who work together to produce custom made components ready 

for installation. Our signage department work with a variety of substrates and 

printers to achieve quality visual effects for your display. 

Pre-assembly of both custom and Octanorm system stands are done in 

house and checked against a parts list to confirm all items are considered 

and packed for delivery. 

All construction is supervised by a project manager and designer so that 

the project reflects the approved concept. Our attention to detail has 

been commended and often it is these attributes that uphold our industry 

leadership qualities. 

We have worked with AEH for the 

last two conferences and they have 

gone above and beyond to help it 

all run smoothly for us.  

Offroad Trucks



Delivery
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We selected Adelaide Expo Hire to build our  

Team Canberra stand at the International  

Astronautical Congress 2017. Presentation of  

the design ideas, professionalism and delivery  

by AEH team was excellent. The quality of the  

finished exhibition display was outstanding as was 

the service that as received through the concept 

development. Thank you to all AEH team members 

who worked on the stand – we look forward to 

working with you in the future. 

Anamika Mishra 

Invest Canberra

International Astronautical  

Congress (IAC) 2017 

Sky and Space Global (SAS) partnered with AEH to create their first  

ever custom exhibition stand at IAC 2017. Regular communication  

with this international client allowed us to develop the concept  

based on their marketing to position them as a leader in their field.  

The result, a striking stand for optimal delegate interaction. 

AEH partnered with twelve international and local 

companies to provide our custom services for their  

stands at IAC. Clear and prompt communication  

was essential for effective project management to  

our overseas clients. Overall it was a busy but well 

managed delivery at the congress for all our clients.



Delivery
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GSK – Australian Pharmacy  
Professional Conference 2017

Starkey – ACAud  
National Congress 2017

We partnered with Adelaide Expo Hire (AEH) for our 

exhibition at one of the biggest industry conferences.  

This was a very important exhibition for us from a  

strategic perspective.

From the planning stage to the completion of  

the stand, AEH lent their industry insight, design  

capabilities and execution excellence to produce  

a stand which surpassed our expectations.

The technology worked seamlessly, delegate flow  

was optimal and the graphics were visually stimulating.  

The stand looked premium and was highly engaging.  

A testament to this was other exhibitors complimenting  

us on our stand. This conference was a huge success  

for us, attributed largely to our exhibition stand.  

Thank you AEH for this wonderful execution! 

Noel Christian

GSK Consumer Healthcare 

The stand build for Starkey developed from discussions around their 

feature product Z Power, a rechargeable hearing aid. The concept  

was based on their tagline Recharge. Relax. Repeat. AEH developed  

an inspiration booklet of ideas based around this concept. The end 

result was a resort style layout to enhance the theme and to really 

stand out against the clinical white stands that many other companies 

commonly display. We also incorporated our gravity lifter which 

displayed their feature product on a plinth, hovering and slowly  

rotating mystically in the air. 

We would like to thank the team at Adelaide Expo Hire for  

all of the hard work and effort put into creating, building and  

customising our booth. AEH were a pleasure to work with  

– no request was ever too much and they made what could have  

been a stressful task a very smooth and easy process. Adelaide 

Expo Hire demonstrated a high level of professionalism were 

always very conscious about keeping our build to budget. 

Tricia Medina

Starkey Australia



The Royal Show creates exposure to over 500,000 visitors to 

commercial exhibition areas each year.

The custom display celebrated the 30 year relationship 

between Adelaide and its sister state, Shandong Province, in 

China. The vast structure spanned 24 metres in length and 

showcased a variety of products on offer for trade. 

The sheer scale of the display meant that careful planning 

and a strict install schedule was put in place to keep everyone 

involved organised.

The stand won the award for Best Stand – Major Exhibit, 

which the client and AEH are very honoured to receive. 

Delivery
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Tourism Australia – The Australian Tourism Exchange

ATE is Australia’s annual business-to-business tourism travel trade event, which brings together 

around 600 travel wholesalers and agents from 38 countries to meet and do business with 1,500 

Australian tourism seller delegates.

The structure was spread out across the 135sqm exhibition space. The colour scheme and 

materials were chosen to communicate a refreshing, uplifting feeling as well as showcasing 

its environmental considerations. 

The resulting design displayed our two tier stand with natural woods without any varnishes, 

and graphics which were printed with inks direct to the surface. The main attraction centre front 

was a seamless LED wall displaying their vibrant campaigns.

Shandong Province Stand – The Royal Adelaide Show 

IAC is a congress for research and innovative technologies 

within the global space industry. 

The stand’s sole purpose was to educate and inform delegates 

about Adelaide, the subsequent host city for the congress.   

AEH Custom Displays utilised its OSPI network to engage  

a supplier in Mexico, the location for the event. 

We provided comprehensive project management for our 

client and co-supplier. Although not essential, our bilingual 

designer communicated with our contractor in Spanish to 

improve the process. 

Adelaide, Australia Booth – International Astronautical Congress (IAC)



Delivery

Post event, the client commented that:

attending GSK staff were of the opinion that 

the volume and duration of interactions when 

compared to previous years had increased. 

They also felt that 66% of exhibitor traffic 

surrounded their stand and for the first time 

in many years, they were being approached 

by delegates as opposed to having to seek 

them out. Anecdotally we were viewed by 

other exhibitors as having the best stand in 

terms of design, innovation, attractiveness and 

functionality. Several of the larger exhibitors 

commented that at next year’s conference they 

wanted to be close to the GSK stand as we 

received the greatest volume of delegate traffic.
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The team from AEH made the whole experience very 

easy, right from the initial request, up until the day of the 

conference. The stand looked absolutely fantastic.  

L’Oreal

Find us on

Delivery



Preferred supplier to the Adelaide Convention Centre
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